Twocentre harmonic oscillator overlap integrals, arbitrary transition integrals and collision energy etchange integrals for equal and different frequencies of the oscillators are contained in a generalized Franck-Condon-integral which is solved by operator methods in the second quantization representation.
is important in the theory of electronic transitions in molecular spectroscopy 1 and in the theory of the optical properties of colour cen tres2. For brevity a double bracket is introduced to indicate that the basis set for the frequencies co and Q is different. The integral reads now: / = (m | x 1 1 r + b ) ) .
The integral with 1 = 0 is the usual twocentre over lap integral which was calculated by HUTCHINSON 3. The theory of this integral was investigated with sophisticated analytical techniques by W a g n e r 4 and A n s b a c h e r 5. K o id e 6 introduced the occupa tion number representation in the calculation of the integral but he did not recognize that for different frequencies the basis systems of the oscillators are different.
Recently the interest in operator methods was re newed by K a t r i e l 7 who essentially gave an opera tor proof of Hutchison's calculations.
In Part 1 the present article aims at a new ele mentary solution of the generalized Franck-Condonintegral by applying a recently published operator method 8. Part 2 discusses the generalized transition and kinetic energy integral and the collision energy exchange integral which are im plicitely contained in the integral of Eq. ( 1 ).
Follow ing the notation of M e s s ia h 9 and K a t r i e l 7 the Ham iltonians of both oscillators are given by:
, H = h w (af a + ?),
The creation and annihilation operators are: (5)
(8)
(12)
The operators and a* generate the complete eigenvector system of the oscillators | /n)) = (/ra!) _I/* J }m | 0)) , 
The operator ?>is expressed by:
which is introduced in Eq. (1 7 ). The result is: 
aa = (a/e) (A -d af) .
The Weyl-formula is applied again :
Now the operator Af is substituted by Eq. (12) :
It -e x p j -f ( l + j ) j (to! r!)
As the operators a, af cannot work in the space of | 0 } ) the vacuum state of the second oscillator is expanded in terms of the eigenvectors of the first oscillator: 0))= 2C0s\s), c0s=(s |0>).
( 2 6 ) The coefficients can easily be calculated by Hutdiinson 's method or by the following operator substitu tion in terms of ( 0 | 0 ) ) . This overlap integral was given by K a t r i e l 7 :
Higher overlap integrals can be calculated using Eq. (12) 
K inetic E nergy Integral
In som e spectroscopic applications the kinetic energy integral is important. This integral can be generalized for arbitrary powers of the momentum operator. This formula is named occasionally Weyl-, Zassenhaus-, Baker-Hausdorff-Campbell-or, after a clear p ro o f9, Glauber-formula.
